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Executive Summary

Oracles play a vital role in the DeFi ecosystem by providing reliable, and secure data feeds for on-chain 
contracts. The Ethereum ecosystem has seen several practical implementations of decentralized oracles, 
two of them being Chainlink and Pyth. 

Although Chainlink has established itself as the leading blockchain oracle solution, it is still not without 
flaws and imperfections. The most prominent downside highlighted by market participants is its limitation 
when serving applications that require highly granular data feeds. On the other hand, Pyth aims to solve 
this problem by providing tick-level data updates for blockchain markets. 

Pyth utilizes Solana and Pythnet to compute median prices, in contrast to the off-chain methodology 
employed by Chainlink. Data sourcing for these oracles is also different, with Chainlink nodes fetching their 
data from multiple APIs, while Pyth nodes are operated directly by first-party data providers. Both Pyth 
and Chainlink plan on employing a staking mechanism to create economic incentives and penalties that 
promote quality data providers. 

The following report compares the main architectural differences between Pyth and Chainlink and examines 
the potential for Pyth to become a viable and secure alternative to Chainlink.

Foreword

Pyth is still a relatively new solution on the EVM, with its initial deployments on Ethereum and Optimism. Pyth 
uses Wormhole to transfer price updates from Pythnet (a specialized data chain) to EVM chains. This report 
examines information primarily from the Pyth whitepaper, as well as on-chain data. If you are interested in 
further technical details, reach out to the Nethermind DeFi Research Team at hello@nethermind.io.

Chainlink also recently released a beta for its staking system in December 2022, but the innovations and 
implications of those developments are not examined in this analysis. More details on Chainlink’s staking 
system can be found in their blog post: Chainlink Blog Article

https://blog.chain.link/chainlink-staking-launch-details/
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Chainlink
Chainlink is based on the idea of a Distributed Oracle Network and uses median-value consensus to 
calculate the reference rate. Each Chainlink node fetches its price from multiple off-chain feeds to remove 
APIs as single points of failure, ensuring each node has fault tolerance built in before posting data to the 
Chainlink network.  

Operators of Chainlink nodes are rewarded for contributing to the oracle, and users of the oracle (smart 
contracts) pay fees for accessing the price feeds. Chainlink reference rates are updated each time a rate 
deviates more than a given threshold (usually 1% or 0.5%) or once a time duration has been exceeded (1 hour 
for most rates, 24 hours for stablecoins). This low write requirement reduces the need for blockspace to a 
minimum. The on-chain transaction for updating an oracle has also been optimized and consumes less than 
200k gas, which is roughly equal to a 2-pool swap on Uniswap. A two-thirds node quorum is required before 
the rates are updated on-chain, which further increases the resistance to denial of service (DoS) attacks.

Price Sourcing

Source: The 3 Levels of Data Aggregation in Chainlink Price Feeds

Source: Chainlink Marketplace

https://blog.chain.link/levels-of-data-aggregation-in-chainlink-price-feeds/
https://data.chain.link/ethereum/mainnet/crypto-usd/eth-usd
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Price Sourcing

Pyth Publishers Reporting Price. Source: Pyth Whitepaper

Pyth
Since Pyth was developed for high-frequency trading applications, the key concern is minimizing latency, 
which makes multi-round aggregation less appealing. Pyth minimizes the data feed latency by having their 
set of node operators consist of first-party data providers like Coinbase or Figment (primarily blockchain 
infrastructure providers). 

First-party data providers can then publish on-chain rates while data is pushed to WebSockets and APIs, 
removing the need for API calls to supply nodes with data. Instead of aggregating prices on a separate 
network like Chainlink does, Pyth writes first-party data directly to a blockchain with sub-second blocktimes. 
Rates are then updated and can be used by both on-chain contracts and off-chain applications.

Pyth uses a tolerance system, where nodes report their reference rate and a delta range for their price. This 
tolerance range lets data providers publish both the spot price and the depth of their book (i.e., smaller 
exchanges with higher slippage will report their price with a higher tolerance than an exchange with 10x 
more liquidity). These rates are then aggregated on-chain using a weighting system that is examined in a 
later section.

https://pyth.network/whitepaper.pdf
https://pyth.network/node-providers
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When assessing the security of oracles, there are two main considerations: price accuracy and oracle 
availability. Price accuracy can be compromised through supply-chain attacks on APIs, price feeds, 
or the consensus mechanism used to compute the aggregate value (median value based on both 
Chainlink and Pyth). Oracle availability refers to the ability of an on-chain contract to query the most 
recent rate. Oracle’s availability can be compromised by executing a DoS attack on the underlying 
infrastructure or by manipulating the consensus mechanism of the underlying blockchain.

Chainlink

Chainlink reduces the risk of price manipulation by using multi-round aggregation. In the first off-chain 
round, nodes provide the average price from multiple data sources such as Coingecko, Cryptocompare, or 
Kaiko. After prices have been fetched from APIs, nodes communicate off-chain, and oracle contributions are 
collected and signed through Byzantine Consensus. If a quorum of two-thirds is reached, the contributions 
are then submitted on-chain to update the oracle contracts.

Additionally, Chainlink implements minAnswer and maxAnswer values for all price feeds which prevent 
the aggregator from updating the latestAnswer outside of the agreed-upon range of acceptable values. 
However, these circuit breakers also have downsides, and during the LUNA/UST crash, the LUNA/USD price 
updates were halted by the minAnswer parameter.

To ensure oracle uptime, Chainlink uses multiple levels of failover mechanisms. In the case of non-
responsive nodes, a new leader is selected, and the oracle remains online as long as a two-thirds quorum 
of nodes is available. Additionally, Chainlink node operators can implement their own failover systems to 
further decrease the availability risks.

“Oracles in Chainlink Price Feeds use failover systems to enhance reliability. This is typically achieved 
by automatically launching new Chainlink node instances as needed or by running multiple nodes 
simultaneously, with one serving as the primary and the others as backups. In the event of primary node 
failure or unresponsiveness, a failover process is triggered, allowing a secondary node to take over, minimizing 
downtime”. Source: Chainlink Blog

Security

Source: How Chainlink Price Feeds Secure the DeFi Ecosystem

https://github.com/smartcontractkit/libocr/blob/9e4afd8896f365b964bdf769ca28f373a3fb0300/contract/AccessControlledOffchainAggregator.sol
https://github.com/smartcontractkit/libocr/blob/9e4afd8896f365b964bdf769ca28f373a3fb0300/contract/AccessControlledOffchainAggregator.sol
https://github.com/smartcontractkit/libocr/blob/9e4afd8896f365b964bdf769ca28f373a3fb0300/contract/AccessControlledOffchainAggregator.sol
https://blog.chain.link/chainlink-price-feeds-secure-defi/
https://blog.chain.link/chainlink-price-feeds-secure-defi/
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Pyth

Pyth secures price accuracy through an economic model that requires data providers to stake assets 
before contributing to the network and enables users to stake their own assets on a specific provider. This 
staking mechanism assigns a weight to the data based on the amount of stake controlled by the publisher. 
The idea behind the previously described design is that users will only stake their assets on reputable & 
trustworthy providers, creating a system for social consensus. Additionally, this approach has the effect of 
assigning less weight to new providers. Until users stake their assets on the new providers, their impact on 
the aggregate price will be minimal.  

Pyth’s staking mechanism also creates an equation for the economic security of the price feed, allowing 
the cost of moving the oracle rate 1% for 1 block to be computed. This value should become a key security 
metric for the oracle, and if the total exploitable value of a protocol is higher than the cost to manipulate 
the oracle, then the protocol should integrate with Chainlink instead. 

In the event that a data provider supplies incorrect results intentionally, a separate claims system utilizing 
the HUMAN protocol will resolve these claims. The system will employ impartial mediators to gather data 
and determine whether a provider has supplied inaccurate rates to the oracle. If a provider is found to 
be at fault, their stake will be slashed, and assets delegated to that provider will be redistributed to other 
delegates.

Pyth operates with multiple infrastructure layers, and due to its sub-second blocktime requirements, many 
blockchain networks can only access its price feeds through cross-chain messaging bridges. While Pyth is 
a major source of transactions on Solana, the Solana network’s availability limitations prevent it from being 
used to generate price feeds for other blockchain networks.

Security

Pyth Claims Process for Wrong Prices. Source: Pyth Whitepaper

https://www.humanprotocol.org/
https://pyth.network/whitepaper.pdf
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Pythnet is a blockchain operated by Pyth’s data providers that powers price feeds for blockchain networks 
other than Solana. Data providers publish their prices to Pythnet, which provides the decentralized 
computing environment that performs the data aggregation. The Wormhole data bridge is then used 
to transfer the aggregate rates from Pythnet to EVM-compatible chains. This solution is highly versatile 
and allows for the streaming of high-frequency price feeds to various blockchain networks. However, it 
also introduces a crucial dependency on bridge technology, which has been a targeted sector in the 
cryptocurrency space and is more prone to security vulnerabilities.

However, Pythnet has also experienced challenges. In November 2022, there were issues with low uptime 
among several publishers, resulting in unreliable prices on Pythnet. The stSOL token was particularly 
affected, with pricing confidence fluctuating by up to 3% over multiple days. Additionally, staking has not 
been implemented on Pythnet yet, removing the financial incentive for honest behavior and the risk of 
slashing for dishonest parties.

Security

Source: Pyth: Interval of confidence for stSOL

https://pyth.network/price-feeds/crypto-stsol-usd
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Chainlink

Chainlink previously utilized an on-chain aggregation system where oracles sent price updates directly 
to the blockchain, with a smart contract computing the median price. However, to improve efficiency and 
reduce gas costs, Chainlink now employs an off-chain reporting mechanism, which utilizes a peer-to-
peer network for communication between nodes. A consensus algorithm is run during this communication 
process, with each node reporting and signing its data observation. The nodes then sign & broadcast a 
single transaction with the updated rates, significantly reducing gas costs.

The aggregate transaction includes a report signed by a group of oracles, known as a quorum, which 
comprises all the oracles’ observations. By verifying the report and signatures on-chain, the prices are 
authenticated in a trustless and decentralized manner.

The off-chain peer-to-peer network employs a consensus mechanism similar to Practical Byzantine Fault 
Tolerance (PBFT), where a leader is selected among the oracles to collect reported prices. The leader 
then aggregates the prices and distributes them to all the oracles for singing. Once completed, the leader 
submits the signed payload to an on-chain contract. If the transaction is unsuccessful, another oracle 
is chosen to submit the transaction until the price update process is completed. You can find more 
information about this mechanism in Chainlink’s whitepaper.

Aggregation

Off-Chain Price Reporting For Chainlink. Source: Chainlink Off-Chain Reporting

https://docs.chain.link/architecture-overview/off-chain-reporting
https://research.chain.link/ocr.pdf?_ga=2.175208807.419175617.1668074818-1126105855.1668074817
https://docs.chain.link/architecture-overview/off-chain-reporting
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Pyth

The algorithm used by Pyth employs a weighted median price, and a stake weight for each data publisher. 
The algorithm first calculates the aggregate price by assigning each publisher three votes, one at their 
submitted price and one at the higher and lower bound of their price delta. Then the stake-weighted 
median of the votes is computed by weighting each vote by the total value of assets under delegation for 
each provider. Once the stake-weighted votes have been recorded, the distance from the aggregate price 
to the 25th and 75th percentiles of the votes is computed, and the larger of the two differences is chosen 
as the aggregate confidence interval.

The median is a commonly understood as the middle value in a dataset or the 50th percentile. In this 
context, the median is defined as a value      that minimizes the objective function where       
is the price of the i-th publisher. This function penalizes       based on its distance from the publisher’s price.     
The proposed algorithm computes the aggregate price      that minimizes 
where       is the publisher’s stake-weight and is the publisher’s confidence interval. This objective does 
two separate things. First, it weighs publishers according to their stake, such that low-stake publishers 
have minimal influence on the price. Second, it combines the ordinary median objective with a second 
term that only assigns a penalty to      if it lies outside the publisher’s confidence interval.

Note: This aggregation method is subject to the launch of the staking mechanism.

Aggregation
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Chainlink

Chainlink utilizes a straightforward method for reporting its prices that employs the following two 
parameters:

Deviation Threshold: A new aggregation round starts when a node identifies that the off-chain values 
deviate more than the defined deviation threshold from the on-chain value.
Heartbeat Threshold: A new aggregation round begins after a specified amount of time from the last update.

When either threshold is met, the aggregator receives an update from the oracle network. This means that 
prices are updated when an oracle reports a deviation in price or when a certain period has passed. The 
table below illustrates the Deviation Threshold for selected price feeds Ethereum Mainnet from Chainlink 
marketplace.

As shown below, the ETH/USD prices are updated approximately 50 times per day (~30 minutes between 
updates on average), and periods of high volatility are clearly visible, with daily oracle updates spiking 
to more than 250. Chainlink’s threshold-based approach to price updates manages these fluctuations 
effectively while also keeping oracle updates and, consequently, gas expenditure to a minimum.

Reporting

Asset Deviation Threshold Heartbeat Threshold

ETH/USD 0.5% 1 Hour

BTC/USD 0.5% 1 Hour

LINK/USD 0.5% 1 Hour

DAI/USD 0.25% 1 Hour

USDT/USD 0.25% 1 Day

AAVE/USD 1% 1 Hour

BNB/USD 1% 1 Day

UNI/USD 1% 1 Hour

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

https://data.chain.link/
https://data.chain.link/
https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
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Stablecoin rates are a prime example of this, where rates are only updated once daily during normal 
operation but have the ability to be updated frequently as prices are impacted. This stablecoin behavior 
can be seen by looking at the daily updates for the USDT/USD feed updates on November 11th, 2022, when 
USDT’s price depegged by 3%.

When considering all price feeds on Ethereum Mainnet, the total number of updates is relatively low. The 
graph below illustrates the total daily price updates across all feeds. While there was an increase in updates 
during the FTX crash, the price update frequency lowered as markets gradually stabilized.

It’s important to note that there can be significant variations in asset prices between on-chain prices and 
prices reported on different exchanges. The graph below illustrates this by showing the maximum deviation 
in price between the on-chain BTC/USD Chainlink feed and the BTC/USD price on Binance on a per-day 
basis. This data is from Ethereum Mainnet and would look different from the deviation chart for a Layer 2 
chain like Polygon, which configures more granular update thresholds due to lower on-chain execution costs.

Reporting

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
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Please note: Chainlink announced the development of a fast oracle feature. The following information is 
based on the technical specifications provided by the Chainlink team. This feature aims to use a pull-based 
mechanism to obtain prices on demand and verify them on-chain, and it also intends to reduce the risk 
of front-running by keeping prices hidden until they are committed. While the component development is 
promising, it is important to note that it is still in the early stages of advancement, with the first blog post 
only being published recently.

Reporting

Simulation of Price Updates using Price Update transactions and Binance market price

Source: Introducing a Low-Latency Oracle Solution for the DeFi Derivatives Market

https://blog.chain.link/low-latency-oracle-solution/
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Pyth
Publishers write prices multiple times per second, resulting in 45% of total Solana transactions being 
Pyth price updates. This bandwidth requirement is significant, with prices like ETH/USD frequently being 
updated more than 100,000 times a day.

The total number of daily price updates for Pyth on Solana is substantial, with an average of almost 40 million 
updates per day, which is presented in the below graph. However, on November 9th, 2022, a decrease in 
updates was observed due to the FTX crash. This caused multiple price feeds to go offline, and impacted 
the oracle aggregation.

Reporting

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
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It’s important to note that usage in this context refers specifically to on-chain price request 
transactions. Due to the on-chain nature of these prices, any party operating a node can fetch the 
rates without paying the fee, and this type of usage is not possible to track.

Chainlink
Chainlink is the most popular oracle on EVM chains like Ethereum and Polygon.  On average, there are around 
10,000 on-chain transactions per day, requesting the latest prices from Chainlink across all its price feeds. 
The graph below illustrates the daily price requests for Chainlink price feeds over the past week.

Users

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

Pyth
Pyth’s prices are requested at a much higher frequency, with an average of 600,000 on-chain requests 
per day and peak usage exceeding 2 million on-chain requests. The graph below illustrates the daily price 
requests for Pyth price feeds.

https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
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Price Feeds

Chainlink
Due to the maturity of Chainlink, a wide range of assets are already supported on most chains, and it is rarely 
necessary to create additional oracles. A comprehensive list of all available price feeds can be found on the 
Chainlink marketplace. At the time of writing, Chainlink operated more than 270 price feeds.Not all price 
feeds are equally popular in terms of usage and price updates. The graph below illustrates comparison of 
price updates for different price feeds over the last week. Due to Chainlink’s approach of using price update 
thresholds, some price feeds, such as stablecoins, have a significantly lower share of total price updates.

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

Pyth
At the time of writing, Pyth supported more than 100 price feeds, a complete list of which can be found on 
the Pyth price feeds page. In addition to crypto assets, Pyth correspondingly supports a variety of other 
financial assets, such as equities and foreign exchange. This is possible due to the participation of institutions 
that operate in these markets as publishers. The distribution of price updates among different price feeds 
is not uniform for Pyth, but it is consistent across instrument types (i.e., all token prices will be updated the 
same number of times) because all prices are updated in each slot, even if prices remain unchanged. The 
graph below illustrates a comparison of price updates for different price feeds over the last week.

Source: Dune Analytics - Chainlink Pyth Comparison Dashboard

https://market.link
https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
https://pyth.network/price-feeds
https://dune.com/subhasishgoswami/chainlink-pyth-comparison
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Disclaimer

This report has been prepared for the general information and understanding of the readers. The views 
and strategies described may not be suitable for all readers. Both past performance and yield may not be 
a reliable guide to future performance. All case studies are shown for illustrative purposes only and should 
not be relied upon as advice or interpreted as a recommendation. All data figures provided in the report 
are ones that were available at the time of writing (w/c 7 November 2022).

This report is based on the scope of materials and documentation publicly available to Nethermind. This 
report does not indicate Nethermind’s endorsement of any particular project or team, nor guarantee its 
security. No third party should rely on this report in any way, including for the purpose of making any 
decisions to buy or sell a product, service or any other asset. To the fullest extent permitted by law, 
Nethermind disclaims any liability in connection with this report, its content, and any related services 
and products and your use thereof, including, without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, 
fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. Nethermind does not warrant, endorse, guarantee, 
or assume responsibility for any product or service advertised or offered by a third party through the 
product, any open source or third-party software, code, libraries, materials, or information linked to, called 
by, referenced by or accessible through the report, its content, and the related services and products, any 
hyperlinked websites, any websites or mobile applications appearing on any advertising, and Nethermind 
will not be a party to or in any way be responsible for monitoring any transaction between you and any 
third-party. You should use your best judgment and exercise caution where appropriate. FOR AVOIDANCE 
OF DOUBT, THE REPORT, ITS CONTENT, ACCESS, AND/OR USAGE THEREOF, INCLUDING ANY ASSOCIATED 
SERVICES OR MATERIALS, SHALL NOT BE CONSIDERED OR RELIED UPON AS ANY FORM OF FINANCIAL, 
INVESTMENT, TAX, LEGAL, REGULATORY, OR OTHER ADVICE.




